Abstract: This article is an attempt to make a philosophical foundation for my viXra articles, through the statements of other viXra authors from the section "History and Philosophy of Physics".
Introduction
In my article [1] I stated: All I would say has already been told countless times, therefore, I will only mention crucial opinions and scientists that have inspired me.
I would like to quote the viXra authors who are in accordance with my results and views. I would not be truthful if I said that I started from the same premise and obtained my results, because it is actually the opposite. In the process of connecting the whole and its parts, rationally, with common sense and some previous knowledge, I obtained results which proved to be in accordance with those premises. Moreover, subsequently I noticed that my results could be linked with Boscovich's force curve [2] , which I applied in the several articles of mine.
What is important here are just the views of the viXra authors and not their possible calculations and results, which could differ from mine. Moreover, here are not important views related to magnetism, life, consciousness, God and other phenomena which I have not dealt with.
In this first part I will analyze just the connection of my articles with the statements of Peter Kohut, because our views have the most in common. All Peter Kohut's quotes I wrote in italic, while my quotes from my previous articles are in bold italic.
I would also like to note that my views are, besides being similar to Boscovich's, similar to Hegel's and Engels' understanding of attraction and repulsion [3] . Here I will not elaborate on this, because the topic of this article are just the viXra authors.
The above was implemented through the introduction of mathematical Cycle [8] 
In [9] , I obtained the mass ratio of neutron and proton γ, where proton-to-electron mass ratio is μ=1836.152 672 45 (75) and inverse fine-structure constant is ά=137.035 999 074 (44) [10] . As I said in [11] :
The concept of unity of the whole and parts rejects the use of terms coincidence, paradox, mysterious and strange. 
LIE and EVIL are two sides of the same coin. Hence LIE represents a great danger as it is a source from which EVIL takes its power.
The simple truth I showed in relations like this:
where m q is quantum of mass, m i are significant masses and N is a large non-dimensional number, see [6] .
Peter Kohut has an excellent approach to Einstein's work, separating Einstein's misconceptions from his real contributions, for example: Einstein s fatal failure by derivation of the famous formula E mc 2 , well known already before him, is analysed in detail in my paper [12] . This formula is classical but not relativistic, resulting directly from axwell s theory of electromagnetism. Here I could list all my articles, since none of them are about these mystical theories, as I have intuitively believed that they are a waste of time. It is by chance that R.J. Boscovich [2] did not mention the above-stated mysteries, but he did include, for example, orbits around the nucleus, which have been recognized as Rutherford-Bohr model since 1913.
Peter Kohut about the Standard Model
Paradoxes, as consequences of misunderstanding of phenomena, simply have no place in any good theory.
However, I believe that Peter Kohut does not apply Occam's razor enough, he said:
od
as "I am" is the highest, richest but simplest form of existence. So it represents the starting point of the whole being and the eternal process of self-consciousness. "I am" contains everything in its total unity. It needs no other explanation as it is evident for everyone and given in his "self-consciousness". It is the starting point and the goal of the whole evolution in Nature. It is the apex of unity of being and the clearest manifestation of Occam´s razor, by explanation of the true nature of existence.
My theory does not need this approach, just as it does not need some others either, like for example the Big Bang theory, the Hubble constant, God, and Cosmic Expansion. Instead of these and some other I am using mathematical constants (unchanging and clean), thus applying Occam's razor even more. This does not mean that I am free of misconceptions without which Occam's razor would be present to an even greater extent. Occam's razor http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_razor states that the amount of assumptions should be as small as possible, which I often apply.
Peter Kohut also says:

Their realities are hidden within lanc s scales. If they new that lan s scales just indicate that the whole reality is quantized and structured and therefore consists of elementary quanta they would understand there is no way to hide some thing there. The question is: what are the basic elementary quanta of reality? How is the reality built of these elementary structural constituents?
The above-mentioned views I expressed through formulas in my articles, especially in [14] .
In my case, Planck's units were the source of solving the relationship between the whole and its parts, hence in [8] I used the following formula which is true for the Planck mass, length and time.
In my later works I performed the mentioned quantization, for example in [6, formula 5] . The Planck values are not mysterious; they are an integral part of the relation between the whole and its parts.
Peter Kohut claims:
The Universe is rational and knowable. I would say that the quote has a single deficiency, and that is the failure to mention the work of Roger Boscovich, who thoroughly elaborated the above matter in [2] . I believe this to be quite a pessimistic assessment of the state. The exit is in freedom and we who publish non-mainstream articles here on viXra use that freedom. I think that the mentioned mysteries will one by one find their well-deserved place among now historical mysteries such as witches, werewolves, edge of the Flat Earth, etc. who now serve to entertain readers and scare children, while previously they had been seriously considered.
Assessment of the state
Conclusion
 I believe that I have shown that a large number of Peter Kohut's statements are in accordance with concrete results in my works.  My quote from one of my early articles on viXra is therefore true: All I would say has already been told countless times and all my attempts at philosophy would thus be a repetition of what had already been stated.  It is much more productive that everyone does what suits them, and in my case it is the search for rational, mathematically expressed relations ruling the nature.  There is a relatively simple way to overcome the above pessimistic viewpoint. Scientists should just use the genuine sources of knowledge such as the greatest scientists: Hegel, Newton, Planck, Einstein, etc. and should not succumb to modern mainstream beliefs in science.  It is especially important and useful to thoroughly examine the work of R.J. Boscovich, since he had anticipated some later discoveries, while some of his contributions are still waiting for a scientist who will show the connection between the contemporary knowledge and Boscovich's statements and calculations. This especially refers to young scientists.
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